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THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And

sorry

And

be

I

could

one

not

traveler,

travel

long

both

I

stood

f ra m i ng

And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
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Had worn them really about the same,
And

both

that

morning

equally

lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I

shall

be

Somewhere

telling

this

with

ages

and

ages

a

sigh

hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I

took

the

one

less

traveled

by,

And that has made all the difference.

- Robert Frost
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01 Int r oducti on

f ra m i ng

Knowledge managers and records managers are at a crossroads. Both groups are frequently marginalized
and feel isolated and powerless to manage the overwhelming onslaught of information. Whether existing as
a part of the information technology, legal, or human resources departments, they often feel disconnected
and unsupported by their departments. Like a lone voice in the wilderness screaming to save the animals
from an impending fire, knowledge and records managers feel like their warnings aren’t being heeded or
understood.
Despite having many of the same feelings about the need for organization, knowledge managers and records
managers often find themselves on opposite sides of the table about retention. For instance, keeping more
information helps knowledge management but increases exposure to electronic discovery costs. Getting on
the same side of the table allows both groups to gain the respect and credibility that they need and desire.

ROA D M A P

After all, knowledge and records managers face the same discoverability challenges, the same barriers to
effective tagging and labeling, and the constant challenge of where to store these assets. In many ways,
they’re trying to solve the same challenges from opposite sides of the world.
The roadmaps for knowledge and records managers don’t diverge like in Robert Frost’s famous poem but
instead converge at the place of information governance. By coming together, these two distinct disciplines
can team up to enable organizations to effectively govern their knowledge and information holistically.
The result for the organization is greater efficiency and productivity. The results for the professionals are
greater job satisfaction and a greater sense of belonging.
However, the roads are fraught with challenges. Professionals today are coping with more information,
greater knowledge challenges, and increased expectations for access and ease of entry. In this whitepaper, we
lay out a framework for getting past these challenges and reaching the goal of a well-managed environment.

Information Pre ssure s
The amount of content that organizations are creating is crushing information professionals. More than
40% of organizations have more than five content management systems (The Association for Intellgent
Information Management 2018). IDC estimates that there will be 175 zettabytes of data worldwide by 2025,
a four-fold increase from 2018 (IDC 2018). A zettabyte is equal to a trillion gigabytes. The total storage is
inconceivable – but so, too, is the rate of growth.
While search technology continues to improve, it’s not improving at a rate that matches the increase in the
data we have available. Knowledge managers and records managers must address the barriers to efficacy
that prevent the technical solutions available today from delivering the results users expect. Google changed
consumers’ expectations of search, but the drivers for Google’s search relevance don’t apply to the kind of
information that organizations are struggling to catalog, protect, and ultimately destroy.
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Today’s workers don’t just expect more of information management, they expect more from organizations
in the way that they manage employees. They expect the kind of frictionless experience they get as
consumers. Few employees are willing – or able – to wade through large volumes of data to find what
they’re looking for. They expect to find someone who knows the answer or an intelligent system that
can provide the answers easily.
It’s even easy to change jobs – or not have one at all. We live in a “gig” economy, where many people
working with an organization may not even be employees. They’re contractors and consultants who
are engaged to meet a specific need and who will return to the market for their next project as soon as
their current engagement is done. In this market, it’s more pressing to capture what the workers are
learning when they learn it so it isn’t lost to the next organization that hires the employee or consultant.

R OA D M A P

Even organizations that have resisted engaging contractors and consultants due to concerns of
retaining the knowledge that was gained during the project are reconsidering their perspective. The
unemployment rate hovers below 4% (The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019). Most experts
agree that there is now a war for talent, in which finding employees is difficult. It’s difficult enough
that organizations that would never consider contractors and consultants are openly shopping for the
short-term help they need to bridge the gap for positions they can’t fill.
Most knowledge managers are disturbed by the additional challenges created by the gig economy but
absolutely terrified by the impact of the so-called “silver tsunami.” Knowledge is trapped inside the
minds of the employees who are eligible for retirement but haven’t yet retired. Over 6% of the workforce
is already above retirement age (The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019). A simple market
tremor can trigger a wave of retirements, leaving organizations with critical gaps in the knowledge they
need to compete – or even operate.
Knowledge managers are spread thin. On the one hand, they’re struggling to provide access to the
knowledge the organization is already capturing. They’re fighting to make sure emails are made
accessible to those beyond the conversation itself. They’re struggling to get employees to use the
knowledge repositories they already have.
They’re also trying to capture the information before it leaves, and they’re creating a wake of assets that
need to be effectively cataloged, managed, and maintained. This only contributes to the information
pressures and makes it harder for records managers, who are also tasked with managing the retention
of information, to meet obligations and expectations.

ac ce s s e xpectations
Our world is more connected than ever before. Employees expect that there’s never a time when they
can’t be connected to the rest of the world. Whether on an airplane or a remote island, there is now almost
always connectivity and access within reach. This creates challenges as organizations learn to expose their
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information in ways that are both convenient on a mobile device and secure in a world where access should
be available everywhere.
Barriers to access that are created internally to ensure information doesn’t reach the wrong hands are
necessary but also frustrating and demotivating for employees who believe they should be able to work
wherever they are. The secret to meeting expectations lies in the ability to make the system easy and
understandable such that information can be effortlessly captured and categorized.

f ra m i ng

ease of entry
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The life blood of an information system is metadata. Metadata is structured by and flows through the
information architecture of the organization’s information systems. When metadata is easy to enter and
adjust, employees will enter it. When it’s difficult, they will not – no matter how many corporate mandates
there are. To manage the challenges facing organizations today, careful attention must be paid to the ease
of entry of the metadata that governance requires, whether that is in the form of tagging or categorization
or the entry of columns of information about the electronic files being stored.
We can, and should, design the structure of our metadata to minimize the friction for entry. The easier we
can make the metadata entry process, the more information we’ll have available to retrieve and organize
information. Difficulty in entering metadata is like high blood pressure in that it causes a multitude of
down-stream problems that no one wants.

Information Pl anning

Effective city planners consider the historical needs of the city, the experiences of other cities, and projections
for the future of their city to develop a plan that shapes the city and provides an optimal growth experience.
Knowledge managers and records managers will find the road ahead by looking back at their experiences,
looking to their side to see the experiences of their peers, and looking forward to where the market is going.
This whitepaper provides a framework for understanding where knowledge management and records
management have been. By evaluating the past and the current states of organizations like yours, it’s
possible to put yourself and your organization in the broader industry context. For those organizations that
find themselves behind the industry, there’s a roadmap for catching up. For those on the leading edge, we
expose a vision of the future that continues to minimize employee frustrations while improving compliance
and driving productivity.
This paper is structured to provide the details and background necessary to appreciate the journey we’re all
on. If you are an expert or just want to get to the heart of the matter, feel free to skip down to the Roadmap
section starting on page 15.
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Knowledge management is a critical concern for organizations of all sizes as they seek to operate in a more
fluid “gig” economy, in which staff may be comprised of employees who may turn over soon, consultants who
are engaged for the scope of the project, and seasoned employees who can retire at any time. According to
2018 employment numbers from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 6.19% of the working population is 65
years or older (The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019). The same group in 2012 only represented
4.99% of the workforce. Clearly, workers are working longer, but it’s not clear how much longer they will
continue working.

R OA D M A P

U.S. WORKFORCE BY AGE (NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF L ABOR STATISTIC S
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Knowledge managers are the catalysts of the organization. They’re always trying to make connections and
not get used up in the process. Historically, knowledge management developed in professional services
organizations near corporate libraries, with librarians sometimes forming the bridge. Since most corporate
libraries were dismantled decades ago, knowledge management professionals are left defending the ability
for organizations to use their shared intellectual capital to improve their market perspective.

Knowledge Cap ture and Transfer

ROA D M A P

Knowledge management is a set of disciplines that have the common aim of addressing the need to protect
and utilize the costly and precious asset called “knowledge” for the betterment of the organization. The
knowledge being protected and connected may reside as tacit knowledge in the minds of the employees
or may have been converted to explicit knowledge in the form of documents, training, or other artifacts
intended to preserve and communicate knowledge more expediently and without the need for excessive
context.
Knowledge management initiatives inside of organizations have two primary aims. The first aim is to
preserve knowledge – particularly from those who may soon be exiting the organization. This is a process of
knowledge capture in which the organization leverages strategies to protect the information that’s available
only through direct human interaction. These strategies come in the form of interviews, documentation,
training, storytelling, mentoring or coaching, after-action reviews, and communities of practice (DeLong
2004).
The
second
aim
of
knowledge
management is to connect the person
who needs the knowledge to the person
or resource that has the knowledge.
Knowledge transfer utilizes tools like
search and social network analysis to
identify the most likely connections to the
knowledge that is needed.
The problem of accurately and consistently
identifying the knowledge that someone is
seeking through search tools is a thorny
problem that has been the focus of a great
deal of research. Social network analysis
has added new dimensions to search
relevance by establishing that the most
important resources for the knowledge
may be the people who are loosely
connected with us (Granovetter 1973).
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Knowledge transfer takes on a different aspect when the person who needs the knowledge is not aware
that the knowledge is needed. Much of what we learn as humans is from our environment, not through our
directed or active searching (Bates 2002). In these cases, knowledge transfer takes on aspects of exposing
people to information that may be interesting to them because of the subjects they’re interested in or
because they’re connected to the content creator or collaborator.

f rraammi nngg

The knowledge capture strategy of communities of practice also serves as a knowledge transfer technique
by building a wealth of knowledge in the communities’ repositories. A community offers a place to catalog
interesting ideas and content as well as elicit hidden knowledge from members of that community.

R OA D M A P

KNOWLEDGE T YPE S
Knowledge management is built on the awareness
that not all knowledge is the same. Some knowledge
has been converted to an explicit form, like this
whitepaper.
It can be leveraged outside of a
relationship with the authors and without a deep
understanding of their background. (Though we do
encourage you to reach out if we can be helpful to
your understanding.)
One level below explicit knowledge is implicit
knowledge. Implicit knowledge may be converted
to explicit knowledge with some effort, but no effort
has yet been expended to do so. Alternatively, it may
remain implicit simply because there’s no impetus
to make the change, or because the process of
disentangling the context is more difficult than it is to
field the occasional question.
Below implicit knowledge is tacit knowledge. Tacit
knowledge is more difficult – some might say
impossible – to fully convert into explicit knowledge.
It’s the wisdom of a master craftsman that he might
describe as a “feel” that he himself doesn’t fully
understand. Gary Klein studied fire commanders and
discovered that they had a decision-making process
he described as “recognition-primed decisions.”
That is, the fire commanders recognized a situation,
created a mental model, then simulated the fire
through that model until they found an approach that
worked (Klein 1999).
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Knowledge management has two key challenges. First,
knowledge managers attempt to facilitate the conversion
of knowledge from implicit forms to explicit forms. It’s
difficult to identify what knowledge will be sufficiently
useful that it should be invested in with conversion. The
conversion into explicit information greatly increases
the findability, but the costs are great. Perhaps more
challenging, most subject matter experts (SMEs) – those
with the knowledge – are not interested in converting their
knowledge into explicit forms because they don’t enjoy the
process, or they fear they’ll lose their job if their knowledge
is no longer needed.

ROA D M A P

The strategies, like interviews, are designed to lessen the
pain to the SMEs and make the process quicker for them.
However, since they are inconvenienced, and they often
don’t know the ultimate benefactor, it’s still frequently
difficult to obtain full, enthusiastic cooperation from the
SMEs – except for immediately prior to their retirement.
One of the often-subverted steps in the knowledge capture
process is the collection of metadata about the knowledge.
Knowledge that has been converted into explicit form
through the creation of a document or
presentation often remains untagged by
the SME because of the difficulty in the
tagging process.
The second classic challenge that
knowledge managers have is connecting
the knowledge to the seeker. Advances
in search alone aren’t enough to reliably
connect seekers and the knowledge they
need, whether that knowledge is codified
in documents, the result of a conversation
in a community of practice, or, unknown
to the seeker, held by a colleague.
These challenges are only the challenges
that knowledge managers face. Records
managers face a different set of
challenges.
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Records management serves as the guardian of the organization’s interests by reducing and mitigating risks
through the appropriate application of retention and destruction information policies. While commonly
called “records management,” the role almost universally includes other aspects, such as the development
of a schedule for the retention – and destruction – of information.

The Role of Rec ords Management

R OA D M A P

Records
management
has
historically been more closely
aligned to archivists than any other
part of the professional world. The
watchword was “protect,” though
protection took many forms.
If
something was officially designated
as a record – proof of a business
activity – the records manager
became responsible for ensuring its
integrity by preventing tampering
and destruction, much like an
archivist protects critical documents
and artifacts for future generations.
The keyword of “protect” takes
on another connotation when the
topic of legal discovery is raised.
Organizations can be compelled by
courts to turn over any information
containing keywords related to
pending litigation. The scope of
these discovery requests is all
the information assets of the
organization. The more information
the organization retains, the more it
must turn over to opposing counsel
per the court’s order.
While clarifications to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP)
have been designed to ensure that
the effort is proportional to the
case and not unduly burdensome,
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many organizations still find the practical
implications weighty.
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In practical terms, there are costs
associated
with
the
identification,
collection, and transmission of these
items, which far exceed the technical costs
associated with storage and preservation
of the information. It’s standard practice
for the organization’s attorneys to review
the information turned over to the opposing
counsel and prevent potential surprises.
They want to ensure there are no socalled “smoking guns” that might seriously
undermine the organization’s position in the case.

ROA D M A P

Government entities that respond to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and similar legislation are further
burdened by the cost of redaction, which removes personal or sensitive information from documents before
they’re disclosed to the requestor. This is a time-consuming and therefore expensive process that only adds
to the cost of maintaining records.

Rec ords Repository

The history of records managers rests with the physical records repository, where records were sent after
the business no longer needed them for normal operations. The records manager had positive control
of these irreplaceable records and could ensure their protection. Most records managers have begun or
completed the migration to electronic records but are often caught in the mindset of a single repository for
records – or a few repositories of record.
For U.S. federal agencies, the move to electronic records is all but mandated with the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA) communicating that it will no longer accept physical records after 2022.
Federal agencies have been one of the last categories of organizations to move to management of only
electronic records. Despite their reluctance, most federal agencies report that they’re already capable of
meeting these requirements or will be in advance of the 2022 deadline.
The fundamental problem with records repositories, whether physical or electronic, is managing access to
them. The administrative burden of managing security in a way that’s consistent with operational systems
makes it a near impossibility. Instead, the security inside the records repository, whether physical or
electronic, is designed to restrict access to ensure the information isn’t overexposed.
These records, though protected and immutable, can’t be easily used by the organization to further
knowledge access or routine operations. As a result, the question becomes when and how records should
be declared. If records are declared and moved immediately, they’re often not available for operational
uses. If they’re not declared immediately, they may never be correctly identified or managed.
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Rec ords Decl aration
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Records declaration can be the natural outcome
of a process or it can be something that users
must manually define. The business process
automation (or workflows) that drives the
business process can automatically identify an
artifact as a record and mark it. In the case of a
single records repository where all records are
kept, the record would be immediately moved
there, creating an access problem.

R OA D M A P

Additionally, it’s quite common to accidentally identify a non-record as a record and later need to correct
that mistake. If the record is swept into a records repository immediately, a more involved process must
be initiated to undeclare the item. This is typically sufficiently difficult that the item is never undeclared as
a record.
In other cases, the rules that drive the identification of records cannot be easily codified. Though there
are third-party solutions that use artificial intelligence to classify these records, users are often asked to
manually identify the record.

chain of custody
When exposed to the reality that the timing and
automation for record declaration are muddy,
it’s easy to see that records are never really
stored in just one place. There’s always a time
when the record is necessary in an operational
system and therefore exists both there and in
a records repository. It’s also easy to see that
many files that should be identified as records
are not until well after the fact. It’s a reality that
records managers protect records from the time
they get them until the time they leave their care.
Just like a chain of custody in legal evidence, in
which each party cares for evidence during only a portion of its lifetime, so, too, do records managers only
take ownership of records for a part of their lifecycle. The amount of time that a records manager protects
a record depends on its type and disposition schedule.
Some records may start their life in an operational system and be retained and protected in that system for
years until their operational value is exhausted and they are transferred to a records repository that’s either
administered by the business application owners or by a records manager.

10
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Records being maintained in operational systems before being transferred for archival to a record repository
rather than being immediately copied saves space, eliminates confusion, and improves their findability, but
it necessitates a distributed or hybrid records management approach. In environments where the system
of record maintains the record throughout its lifecycle, the records are in a distributed records system. The
system of record is authoritative for any source of information, so any time the information is retained in
that system, it is assumed to be authoritative. When the records are maintained in the systems of record
and ultimately transferred to a record repository for final retention and disposition, it’s called a hybrid
records system.
Because of the need to maintain operational access to records and the challenges of records classification,
it’s expected that every organization will migrate to some version of distributed or hybrid management.

ROA D M A P

Legal Disc overy
Courts have the authority to compel organizations to release information, including records and nonrecords, to opposing legal counsel in an active case. The discovery request is initiated by the opposing
counsel and approved by the judge. The organization must then prepare a copy of all the materials that
match the request and deliver it to the opposing counsel within a reasonable time. Because these requests
encompass both records and non-records, discovery requests bring together the requirement to retain
records for a time and the desire to destroy information that isn’t a record and isn’t useful as soon as is
practical.
Courts can only require that you turn over the information you have, which must include records that are
legally required to be retained and any non-records that have not been destroyed. It’s in an organization’s
best legal risk management perspective to dispose of non-record information without business value as
soon as possible, as explained in the next section. The identification of business value is tricky, and it’s
where the roles of knowledge managers and records managers converge.
To defensibly present to the court that information pertaining to the discovery request cannot be produced,
the organization needs to provide retention schedules and certify that it’s routinely executing the disposition
process associated with those retention schedules. Even for organizations with set retention schedules, the
execution of those schedules is sometimes lax, resulting in an over retention of information and additional
cost and risk.
OCTOBER 2019 | the road ahead
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Retention Schedule s
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Retention schedules are complicated by the multiple regulations that can impact a file – irrespective of
whether it is declared as an official record. From a user experience perspective, it’s an area of contention,
because most users see through the ruse that retention policies are about retaining the information. It’s
clear to them that a retention policy is really a destruction policy.

R OA D M A P

Records have the requirement to be immutable and retained for a required time. Records should also
be non-repudiable – that is, they cannot later be denied having happened. Non-records must also be
considered for retention but need not be non-repudiable or immutable. While a records manager’s role
may be primarily focused on management of official business records as a part of the larger information
governance team, they must often lead the development of an information lifecycle – a larger class of the
records retention schedules, or file plans, that they may have historically maintained.

Event-Based Retention

Complicating the development of retention schedules is the need to account for situations where laws and
regulations require that records be retained for a period of years after an event date. Some organizations
have retention schedules that account for the maximum reasonable time for the event to occur plus the
required retention. For instance, if you have a retention requirement for personnel files for 75 years after
termination, organizations are saying that the longest tenure of an employee is 50 years and setting the
retention for 125 years. While this results in over-retention of the records, it ensures that the record is
available if requested. For these organizations, the additional risk with over-retaining the information is
perceived to be less than implementing an event-based retention system.
Alternatively, organizations must set up and maintain systems that manage retention through the event
process. This has proven historically to be prohibitively expensive and time-consuming, though organizations
continue to evaluate the viability of event-based retention. Microsoft Office 365 has implemented an eventbased system in its label retention system, which ties a user-specified unique identifier to the record and
the event to correlate them.
Some organizations are taking a hybrid strategy, in which the event is assumed at the maximum interval –
in case the event is missed – and retention is based off this worst-case event until the actual event occurs.

12
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A variant of event-based retention is relationship-based retention, in which the relationship between
the records is the event. For instance, consider an employee handbook. Each approved version of the
handbook that is available or circulated to the employees is a record. Thus, one handbook can have
numerous records associated with it. When the next version of the record is published, it marks the end
effective date for the previously approved version. Creation of this next version can be used to create the
event necessary to start the countdown of retention.

ROA D M A P

As with event-based retention, relationship-based retention is a challenge that many organizations haven’t
yet fully addressed, opting instead to cover the maximum expected life of the document plus the reasonable
or regulatory-defined minimum retention time. In the case of the employee handbook, the record might be
retained for eight years: seven years for a regulatory requirement and an additional year due to a business
rule that says the handbook must be re-approved or revised at least yearly.

Handling Holds

Another complication for the retention schedule is the need to maintain records based on a legal discovery
request. A hold suspends the disposition schedule for all affected files, including records. The good news for
organizations utilizing Office 365 is that these legal holds are managed automatically when the organization
uses the built-in legal hold tools.
The biggest challenge in handling holds is the discipline to release them after the case is over. Because
cases are subject to an appeal period, the legal hold can’t be released until the window for appeal has
closed or the other party has agreed to the settlement. The net effect is that the precise timing on the
release of holds isn’t a consistent process and is therefore often overlooked.
The net effects are that records that should have been destroyed are retained and are included again in the
next case, because they were never deleted.

OCTOBER 2019 | the road ahead
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De struction and Right to Forget
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Historically, compliance with regulations was focused on the retention of information for a time. However,
newer privacy regulations, including the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union
and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), are requiring that organizations comply with a resident or
citizen’s request to have their information forgotten. In these cases, it becomes necessary to remove the
person’s personally identifiable information from information and records in the system.

R OA D M A P

It should be noted that, in structured data systems, this typically doesn’t mean deleting the person’s
records because of the data reporting issues it would entail. Instead, the personally identifying information
is redacted (or removed) from the record, and the transactional data is retained following the standard
retention schedule.
The need to support the “right to forget” has complicated system implementations, as organizations seek to
reach across all their repositories to identify and remove the information without disrupting other reporting
or systems.
The need to maintain regulatory compliance and minimize the additional disruption is why both records
management and knowledge management are headed towards the unified approach of information
governance.

14
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04 INFORMATI ON GOV ERN A N CE D E ST IN AT IO N
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Knowledge management and records management are disciplines that fall into the broader category of
information governance. Information governance is a holistic approach to the management of information
and knowledge assets, which accepts that there are conflicting needs and seeks to find a balance between
these needs that is in the best interest of the organization. In addition to knowledge managers and records
managers, an information governance team should include participants from operations and information
technology security. If the organization has a risk management officer or department, they should be
included as well to ensure that all the right voices are involved in managing the conflicting needs.
The ability to effectively govern information is predicated on the ability to appropriately identify its potential
value as well as the potential risk factors for maintaining it. It is only through classifying information
into categories that the value-risk problem can be addressed. Records managers are familiar with the
classification process and the problems in designing classification systems.

ROA
DMAP
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The Utilit y-Risk Problem

The fundamental conflict between knowledge managers and records managers is the utility-risk problem.
What is valuable to one group, retaining information, is perceived by the other as risk. Records and retention
managers want to dispose of information as soon as possible to minimize the risk that it will be subject to
discovery, and knowledge managers want to retain it for as long as possible, because it becomes a pointer
to help people find the knowledge needed to solve the next problem.
The key to resolving this problem is in the identification of what information should be held longer and
what should be disposed of sooner. The ability to make this determination and appropriately govern the
retention and destruction of information requires metadata, and this unifies the knowledge managers and
records managers against the single challenge of appropriate retention of information.

Cl assification of Informatio n

One of the great failures of many records management programs is the failure to appropriately identify
records. The complexity of the records management schedules as designed exceeds the users’ capacity to
consistently classify records, and the need to classify records exceeds the scale of the records management
department. From this, we’ve learned that classification must be as simple as possible for the user. This
can be accomplished through reduction of complexity (the so-called “big bucket” approach), automation of
business processes, machine language-based classification, and reducing the difficulty of users classifying
the information.
Unifying the classification of information across the information governance teams, so users don’t need
to consider separate activities for marking sensitivity, value, and retention requirements, is an important
aspect of reducing the difficulty for users.
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Knowledge management has always primarily been about getting people access to the knowledge that other
people have. The path to this knowledge comes through observation of the data and information. The
information available on the system becomes a set of footprints or tracks that can be used to trace back and
find who in the organization – or the network of people friendly to the organization – has the knowledge
needed.

R roadmap
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These tracks may come in the form of a client brief about a merger that leads us to a person who has
experience with the kind of problem someone else is having. It may come in the form of the author of a
whitepaper and the need to drill into the details and nuances in the topic to be able to deeply understand the
topic. The artifacts on the system are often not the knowledge sought – they’re only pointers to the person
who has the knowledge. However, these pointers are essential to finding the knowledge.

Knowledge Management Future s
To support the increasing challenge of knowledge management with the more fluid workforce and the
explosion of content, organizations must leverage new approaches to capturing content and supporting
findability of people through search.

Enabling C ontent
One of the key opportunities for better leverage of knowledge is the ability to make that knowledge more
discoverable. This means expanding the number of people who are able to access the information by
migrating from personal spaces like email and OneDrive into shared spaces like SharePoint. It also means
tagging the information in a way that makes it more discoverable.
The more effective organizations are at enabling employees to migrate knowledge into shared spaces and
tag it effectively, the greater value they’ll be able to extract from the knowledge that is already captured
inside of their organization.

Cap turing C ontent
The video interview is the new staple for knowledge capture for those who may soon depart the organization.
Historically, getting a space to do the recording, a videographer, and an interviewer was prohibitively
expensive. The resulting videos often sat unproduced and unused, because their usefulness couldn’t be
assessed. They weren’t searchable, either because they were sitting as literal video tapes in an archive
repository or, more recently, because the video files didn’t support searching.
Today, recording videos can be done simply with a smart phone. The interviewer prompts can be automated,
or an interviewer can be on a recorded web conference call. The technological and cost barriers to capturing
the video interview have been removed. Similarly, automatic transcription of videos provides searchable
information and even time indexing into the video for the place where the searched-for words were used.
This technology is already in use in Microsoft Stream, and the results are returned as a part of Microsoft
Search.
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Supporti ng Search with Rel ationship s and Tagging
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Search efficacy can be greatly improved by leveraging social distance as a driver for relevance. Microsoft
Search is already using the social distance between the author and collaborators to drive relevance.
Microsoft Graph is the social network analysis that Microsoft Search leverages. It’s built dynamically from
organizational information – such as corporate structures – as well as through activities that users take. For
instance, each time users collaborate on a document or are invited to the same small meeting, the graph
begins creating an “edge,” or relationship, between the users. This information is captured transparently
via Office, Outlook, and the other Microsoft 365 tools.
Future integration to LinkedIn connections enables the possibility of recognizing persistent connections
across organizational hierarchies for users whom you’ve not recently interacted with.

ROA
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However, social network analysis only goes so far towards connecting seekers to documents and people
with the knowledge that they want. Another necessary enhancement is to augment content with machine
learning-based tagging. While it’s a best practice to support users’ entry of metadata, we know that
this frequently doesn’t happen. For information without appropriate metadata, the system will need to
automatically tag content with the most likely metadata.
While the application of automatic metadata won’t be perfect, it can enhance search results substantially by
allowing the search engine to prioritize those documents with matching metadata.
A key enabler for machine learning is the development of a taxonomy, which is effective at organizing
content into meaningful categories. It’s particularly important for taxonomies to be able to identify content
that is highly likely to be meaningful information and information that is secondary in nature and may be
discarded early.
Effectively trimming the corpus of content that search must crawl is an important tool in maintaining search
relevance. The better the taxonomy facilitates the identification of information for destruction, the more
effective it will be at supporting search.

Information Governance Enablement
Knowledge managers enable information governance by tending to the identification of the content that
can be trimmed and by participating in efforts to develop a unified taxonomy that can be leveraged for the
identification of records, monitoring of information disclosure, and connecting employees to the knowledge
in the organization.
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Modern records management is a journey towards an environment in which the records manager’s role is
that of a coordinator, organizer, and leader who works with various teams inside the organization to ensure
that compliance needs are met, and tagging is done to allow for the records to be transferred to an archive
or destroyed when the operational teams are no longer interested or able to maintain them.
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This is contrasted with the previous perception of being a gatekeeper, protector, or someone who controls
access to records. The shift in approach not only moves the records manager towards greater efficacy and
compliance with records management but shifts towards information governance and being a part of the
larger conversation of the management of information assets in the organization. Instead of being relegated
to a virtual basement, records managers can earn their “seat at the table” of information governance by
focusing on how to best enable the business to operate in a compliant way, rather than focusing exclusively
on compliance.
At the most basic level, records management inside of an organization moves from paper, through an
electronic central records repository, to distributed records management, and, ultimately, to hybrid records
management, where records are maintained in operational systems until they are transferred to an archive
or destroyed.
The records management program development typically transitions through four major phases of
development: paper records repositories, centralized electronic records repository, distributed records
repositories, and, finally, hybrid.
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If you have no records management strategy today, you may not need to create a paper strategy. However,
historically, paper records management has provided the foundation for all records management in the
development of the file plan to indicate what records should be maintained and for how long. Typically, this
process includes the identification of non-records retention periods as well.
If you’re managing paper records, the first step in moving forward is in making the decision to no longer
accept physical records and require that all records going forward are electronic records, even if these are
simply scanned versions of the paper documents.

Electronic Rec ords Repository
ROA
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If you have no records management strategy today, you may not need to create a paper strategy. However,
historically, paper records management has provided the foundation for all records management in the
development of the file plan to indicate what records should be maintained and for how long. Typically, this
process includes the identification of non-records retention periods as well.
If you’re managing paper records, the first step in moving forward is in making the decision to no longer
accept physical records and require that all records going forward are electronic records, even if these are
simply scanned versions of the paper documents.

Distributed
The move to distributed records management is driven by the reality that records are created in many
different places in the organization. By maintaining the records in the place that they’re created, there’s a
greater probability of appropriate metadata being attached, consistent security, better record identification,
and a better user experience. If the appropriate provisions can be added to the source system to ensure
that the record is immutable, this is a great option for identification and capture of records.
However, it’s not without its own issues. Because information is distributed across multiple systems without
a common electronic discovery process, it can be difficult to respond to electronic discovery requests.
Additionally, operational systems are optimized to allow the organization to complete its daily operations.
As a result, the retention schedule for a record may far exceed its useful life in the operational system.
Therefore, there is a need to be able to transfer records from the operational systems into a long-term
archive.
Perhaps more challenging is the fact that many of these systems are not able to support the management of
classification and need for immutability, and they don’t provide a good audit record for proper disposition.
Utilizing a distributed approach requires that the organization ensure the systems of record can meet the
minimum standards for handling of records, either through native capabilities of the platform or through
the addition of software or procedures.
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Hybrid solutions leverage operational systems for records management until the operational system no
longer wants to retain the record. At that time, the record is transitioned to an archive, where it’s retained
until it reaches its end of life. Once a record is transferred to the archive, it falls into a broad category of
access rather than precision security settings.
Because the records are no longer operationally relevant, as judged by the operational system transitioning
them to the archive, the need to maintain specific security for end user access is mitigated. This allows for
records to fall into the category of available to everyone or restricted availability. For restricted availability
records, they can still be accessed by making a request through the records manager when necessary.
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Hybrid records management is the ideal end-state for the records management aspect of an organization’s
information governance. While it has complexity due to the multiple systems involved and the need to
manage records transfers between systems, it provides the best records management approach available
today.
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No matter where you are on the modern information management journey, the first step is in the
establishment of common goals and an information architecture that drives how information is used for
knowledge management as well as how information is retained and records are identified. Though the paths
for modern knowledge management and records management appear on their surface to be separate, it
turns out that their paths converge in the need for accurate and meaningful metadata that is both correct
and easy for users to enter.

Modern Knowledge Management Mindset
ROA
DMAP
roadmap

The mindset of a modern knowledge manager should be in the development of a set of overlapping
techniques that create an effective knowledge ecosystem and encourage discovery.

• Assess: The first steps are in the assessment of goals. While every organization will seek to address
the key knowledge management scenarios of reducing employee separation risk and increasing
connections for improved operational efficiency, one is likely to be more important to the organization
than the other based on the makeup of the employee population and current market situation.
• Identify: From there, knowledge managers need to identify the risks and opportunities that exist in
the way that knowledge is being managed. The identification process is key to understanding how the
metadata should be captured so that the knowledge is findable later. The more precisely the metadata can
be connected to the organization’s goals, the more practical it will be to capture and leverage that metadata.
• Collect: With the assessment components completed, capturing knowledge becomes a priority. Techniques
like interviews, mentoring, and communities of practice begin to capture the implicit knowledge in the
organization and hint to the tacit knowledge that can’t be made explicit.
• Transform: As organizations develop awareness of the knowledge they contain, the transformation
process needs to begin converting the implicit information into explicit artifacts that can be used without
direct access to the subject matter expert. This process minimizes context and simultaneously makes the
knowledge more concrete.
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• Reuse: Finally, organizations need to focus on how to leverage this information in other contexts. The real
value in knowledge management is in the reuse of the information. Information can only be reused if it’s
captured in the system and made available to other people and in other contexts.

f ra m i ng

Underlying the whole process is the need to make the process easier and more transparent. By eliminating the
barriers to creating artifacts of all types, organizations encourage users to do more knowledge management.

Modern Rec ords Management Mindset
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Gone are the days when a records manager could sit in the basement and keep careful watch over the paper
records. Today, records managers need to become leaders in their information governance teams as they
seek to balance the needs of the organization, from minimizing risk to increasing potential utility.

• Identify Requirements: Many organizations have not grounded their records and retention policies in
statutory and legal requirements. These are non-negotiable parts of the overall planning. It’s recommended
that any policy or record series be associated with the specific legislation that drives the policy, so any
changes can be evaluated in the context of the legislation or regulatory rule. This also aids in the process of
managing change, as it identifies which policies can be impacted by a statutory or regulatory change.
• Strategy: Once grounded by requirements, it’s possible to move forward in developing or reviewing
a strategy that indicates what must be retained and for how long. Further, it can identify what kinds of
documents must be protected and the form this protection must take. Finally, disposition schedules can be
established to address the ultimate destruction or archiving of content.
• Identify Content: With the schedules and related processes associated, it’s necessary to provide
mechanisms where information can be classified for retention or identified as a record. This is where
records management and knowledge management come together, as both have a strong desire for content
to be tagged with appropriate metadata. It aids the development of search tools for making knowledge
more accessible and the proper classification of the record by records managers. This identification
process ranges from completely automated as a part of the process itself through semi-automated, where
automation is used to support the identification, to manual, where the identification is completely left up to
users who must be trained.
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• Apply Disposition: Once the retention period is up, disposition policies must be applied. Though this can
be automated in Office 365, most organizations implement some sort of multistage disposition process
that moves documents into archive locations with access limited to a smaller group of people. After a time,
these documents are then deleted.

f ra m i ng

• Monitor: The final step is the monitoring of the entire process to ensure that every phase is operating
correctly, and content is identified, and the disposition continues to be applied consistently. Monitoring can
take many forms, from software to policies and procedures designed to check and ensure the process for
managing records is being followed.
The real work of records managers becomes the shepherding of this process and ensuring that tags
appropriately classify records.

C oordinated Information Architecture
ROA
DMAP
roadmap

Together, modern knowledge management and records management views are built on the foundation of
a strong information architecture, which creates structure for the metadata captured and the classification
performed.
The information architecture process is an art form that relies on key training in the categorization of
information and the behavior of humans. Most organizations don’t possess strong information architecture
skills internally. Therefore, it is important to pursue information architecture tools like THEMIS IA, developed
by HELUX, because it streamlines development and deployment of information architectures based on best
practices even for those with limited experience. Combined with THEMIS RM, records can be automatically
classified and applied a retention rule while leaving records in-place abstracting records management
duties from end users.
Where possible, seeking expertise for these critical information architecture skills can improve the success
rate for knowledge management and records management initiatives. HELUX, Vana Solutions, and Thor
Projects all offer consulting services to support the creation of an effective information architecture. The
nuances of the tacit knowledge for creating complex information architectures cannot be completely
imparted through a tool or training. It takes experience to create effective experiences.

Reduce the Barriers to Effective Tagging for User Adop tion
Even with an effective information architecture, it’s often difficult to get users to routinely capture information
and enter the critical metadata. While Gartner ranks Microsoft Office 365 as the leading content services
solutions, Microsoft online and on-premises products have limitations when it comes to ease of use.
Organizations seeking to create a frictionless path for employees to capture emails and documents
can consider tools like Colligo’s Email Manager and Document Manager for Office 365, also offered for
SharePoint on premises. These tools bring the metadata entry – and Office 365’s labeling system – to the
user with Outlook and Office applications. The user is prompted to provide the information as they go to
store it – rather than being asked to tag it later, improving the frequency that accurate metadata is captured.
OCTOBER 2019 | the road ahead
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In other situations, it may be possible to integrate the metadata capture into the business process or leverage
out-of-the-box tools to automatically set default values, such as sender, recipient, and sent date for emails.
These approaches seek to minimize the burden on the users so that there are fewer times the data entry
process requires employee intervention.

f ra m i ng

These out-of-the-box tools themselves often have limitations. For instance, use of the default column
metadata values feature requires that these be set for each folder. This can be a tedious process if automation
isn’t developed to do this configuration manually. Further, the out-of-the-box tooling doesn’t provide any
mechanism for enforcing these values or auditing values that don’t match the planned values.

Leveraging Tagging
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Historically, tagging inside of SharePoint has been accomplished through metadata and flagging a record
for in-place hold. Office 365 is transitioning to a labels approach that works across the Office 365 platform,
including SharePoint Online, OneDrive, and Exchange Online, enabling records management teams to apply
their retention policies and protections to files. With users tagging information consistently and appropriately,
it becomes possible to leverage tagging with automation to identify the categories of documents that are
records and apply retention rules.
Labels can be either user-applied – particularly when coupled with tools like Colligo’s Email Manager and
Document Manager for Office 365 – or automatically applied when the appropriate Office 365 licenses
are purchased. Labels are an emerging feature set within the platform but have the promise of unifying
retention, records, encryption, and digital loss protection (DLP) into a single system to allow organizations
to classify and manage content.
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08 ABOU T TH E SPONSO RS
The sponsors of this whitepaper are trusted Microsoft partners who can help you be successful with your
knowledge management, records management, and content services needs.

f ra m i ng
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Colligo supports intelligent knowledge management and compliance on SharePoint and Office 365 – all
designed for your users. Our complete email and document management solution helps organizations
with diverse Microsoft environments to improve productivity and make data compliance practical. Colligo is
a Microsoft Silver Application Development Partner and charter member of Microsoft Content Services. We
are proud to serve mid-sized organizations, Global 500 customers, and respected SharePoint and records
management partners. Find out more at www.colligo.com.

As a Microsoft Preferred Partner, HELUX specializes in information architecture and design, regulatory
compliance, taxonomy development, governance, search optimization, and records management. Our
goal is to always provide the perfect balance between the ease of use that users expect with the
compliance and governance that an organization needs. Learn more at www.helux.ai.

Vana Solutions, LLC is a global information technology (IT) company that provides innovative solutions
to modern day problems allowing organizations to execute and deliver Digital Transformation. We offer
a broad range of consulting services that accelerate and streamline information governance, records
management and process automation using Agile methodologies to create efficient and cost-effective
solutions. You can find more information about Vana Solutions at the web site www.vanasolutions.com.

Thor Projects, LLC is a specialty consulting organization delivering enterprise content management solutions
including records management and knowledge management to solutions across the globe. Thor Projects
has decades of experience working with Microsoft SharePoint, Office 365, and other systems to solve the
needs of organizations both large and small. You can find more information about Thor Projects at the web
site www.ThorProjects.com.
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